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Chapter 1 : Nannying vs Babysitting - Know the Difference - Nanny Jenni
If you answered yes to any of these questions, then you might have done some babysitting. Written by an experienced
childcare professional, this book covers everything from the games to the goobers. You will learn all you need to know to
be the best babysitter in town.

Jenni Nannying vs babysitting â€” have you ever wondered what the difference was between them? Quite a lot
of people often get the two mixed up. Only around 3 or 4 years ago I learnt that nannies actually existed and
there are people like Mary Poppins and Nanny Mcphee out there. Nannying vs Babysitting Babysitting
Babysitting usually occurs a few hours in an evening. Babysitters do not have to have any childcare
qualifications, maintain a first aid certificate or a DBS check and can sometimes be young workers. For my
first babysitting family I cared for a 6 month old baby and a 4 year old. When I turned up and the children
were usually asleep and I spent my evening sitting eating snacks and watching a bit of television. Babysitters
often turn up to care for children during an evening while the parents go out. The children are often asleep on
arrival. Nannying Nannying is a job, a career. Nannies are expected to have childcare qualifications, first aid
training and have a clean DBS check. Sometimes nannies are expected to be Oftsed registered too. Nannies are
expected to care for children all day while their parents go to work. Nannies are a big support system for the
family. We cook, clean, do the washing, ironing and dog walking. On top of that we plan activities, teach and
encourage the children in our care to thrive, be entertained and be happy. We help with homework, school
projects and run errands such as collecting parcels and grocery shopping. We do the bedtime routine, we bathe
and put the children to bed. Nannies are employed by the parents. We get a monthly pay check, we pay taxes
and National Insurance. We are professionals who run a house while the parents are at work, we work as part
of a team to help raise tiny human beings.
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Chapter 2 : Nanny Gift Guide - Nanny Jenni
Nanny Jenn's Guide to Babysitting by Jennifer Ellis May () on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

These rules are based on 15 years of both personal experience as well as thousands of questions and responses
on our Park Slope Parents Advice group. You can add to most of these rules the clause "unless you agree on
something different before hiring. Have a written work agreement. The work agreement you have with your
nanny will list pay, vacation, exact holidays, sick days, and other important things that will come up in the
future that may be unforeseeable or even impossible now. This is a complex, time-consuming process if you
are starting from scratch. While it feels easy to "go with your gut," which we do recommend you trust! Know
what type of working situation you are offering. Will you be working from home? Are you planning on having
more kids down the line? Knowing what you are offering will allow you to find the right fit and set
appropriate expectations. Remember that the overwhelming majority of nannies are good, honest people.
However, do your homework. Know who YOU are so you can hire the right nanny for your family. If you
prefer to have lots of control, make sure you hire a person who can handle that level of micro-management.
Need the nanny to be proactive or reactive? No matter how much you and they feel they are "part of the
family," knowing yourself is important in making the right choice for a nanny. Realize that having a nanny can
be an emotional experience like no other. While it is an incredible relief to have someone help you take care of
your child ren , it can also stir up a lot of feelings about what you want to provide for your family. This unique
relationship will hopefully grow stronger over time but keeping your feelings in check and communicating is
integral to the process. It is hard to trust what seems like a complete stranger with our children. Your children
are going to be exposed to a lot of strangers in their lifetimes doctors, teachers, other parents , so it is a gift for
a child to be able to develop a loving relationship with someone outside the family early on. It is also a gift to
you. Think of what peace of mind you will have if you are able to talk with and understand and trust the sitter,
thus knowing your child is in good hands from the start. One in three started looking two weeks to month
ahead of time. However, there are always good candidates available. What can you expect work-wise? The
easy answer is anything you negotiate and pay for. Here are some questions to ask yourself regarding what
you need. Do you want someone who will run errands dry cleaning, shopping for food, etc. Do you want
someone who will manage other people who may come to your house e. Do you want someone who will care
for or deal with pets? Does your child need extra discipline or extra affection? Is your child mellow or high
energy? Do you want someone who will follow your precise plans every day or someone who will develop her
own daily routines? Do you want someone who checks in frequently or who is more independent? Do you
need someone who can handle assistance with homework? Do you have any special religious considerations,
such as a caregiver who will keep your family kosher? Do you want someone who only does baby-related
housework or additional housework around the home? Create a precise list of the tasks, both daily and weekly,
and put that in the Work Agreement which we will discuss later.
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Chapter 3 : Babysitter Resume Example & Writing Guide | Resume Genius
Post available Nanny, Babysitter, Caretaker or Housekeeper information here for the Nanny List. The Nanny List is
published around the 7th and 22nd of each month. There is an $8 submission fee for posting on the next Nanny List, or
you may post on the next two Nanny Lists for $

To download a babysitter emergency information sheet visit our Nanny and Babysitter Ressource Page Keep
this info in the kitchen on a fridge or a noticeable location While you will hopefully not need to use any of this
information, it is important to know it all, as in an emergency you will not want to worry about trying to get a
hold of the parents to find out. Get Feeding Information Is the child breast or bottle fed? Sometimes newborns
that are breastfed have difficulty taking anything from a bottle. Before you care for the infant for the first time
ensure that bottle feeding is possible. Also, ask about how to heat up the bottle - bottle warmer or microwave.
Find out from the parents the best way to burp. You should also ask about their feeding schedule, as you may
need to feed them more than once. Are there any cues that the child shows that indicate they are hungry? Or
do the parents feed them at set intervals every two hours, etc. Try Everything to Comfort Them Newborns
usually cry when they want something. Is there diaper soiled, are they hungry, or do they want a soother? Are
they cold or too hot? Is there noise or light that is bothering them? Or do they just want to be held? Naps are
Vital Newborns need a lot of sleep and will need to take many naps throughout the day. Try not to
over-stimulate the baby before a nap. This can make it more challenging to get them to go down. When
putting them in the crib, make sure the baby is on their back, and there are no small objects are in the crib. If
they are on a sleep schedule, try to stick to the routine. Watch out for Pets Pets are often curious and
sometimes jealous of a newborn. Make sure pets cannot enter the bedroom while a newborn is sleeping. Make
sure a pet is not at your feet while you are walking with a baby and keep a close eye on them to ensure they
are not up to something sneaky while you are preoccupied with the baby. Activities and Engagement
Newborns love everything to do with voices- talking, singing, babbling and gentle cooing. Newborns also
respond well to music. Some like gentle music and some like a bit stronger beat. Another thing newborns love
are mobiles and rattles. Keep in mind that newborn infants can be sensitive and startle with bright light and
sudden or loud sounds. This is partially due to the fact that they have not yet been vaccinated to help their
bodies fight off disease. Their bodies are also using a large amount of their energy to grow and develop their
immune system. During this time, they are very susceptible to illness, and even something as simple as the
common cold can cause a newborn to become quite ill. If you are going to be caring for a newborn, make sure
that you are in good health. Remember that you are most contagious a few days before you are actually fully
ill, so even slight symptoms should be noted. Be an Extra Pair of Hand Parents of newborns are often tired and
stressed. It is a wonderful gesture for you as a babysitter to do a few extra things while the baby is sleep. Even
simple things such as doing dishes, folding laundry, and cleaning up toys, can be a great help to parents.
Communication is Key When things are not going well, it is a good idea to text mom and let her know that the
baby is not happy, sick, or just does not seem to be themselves. Informing the parents during the day provides
them with the opportunity to provide suggestions to you or come home early. Even when things are going
well, it can be stressful for parents to leave their newborns. Providing them with how the day went sometimes
is enough to ease their minds and appreciate that you are an experienced babysitter that knows how to care for
their child. In fact, they may call several times to check in on you. Try to remember that they have chosen you
to watch their child for a good reason, and their checking in has nothing to do with you personally or your
abilities as a caregiver. It has everything to do with their concerns for their child. Hopefully, these tips and
suggestions will help you to feel more confident when you are caring for a newborn. See more posts like this:
Need a Nanny or Babysitter Job? Let us be your guide to finding your next caregiver job!
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A nanny or manny (male nanny) is a person usually with special training who is employed to care for children in the
child's household. Nannies are expected to have childcare qualifications, first aid training and have a clean DBS check.

I have looked after children from Newborn upwards. Jobs included creating a range of fun activities for the
children to participate in, preparing meals, ensuring household tasks were completed, ensuring a safe
environment was obtained at all times. Generally, I am a young, loving and caring person. I am very keen on
cooking healthy, balanced meals from scratch when possible. I am a fun, reliable and easy going person with a
can-do approach. I am very understanding and would be more than capable of taking care of the babies in a
loving and respectful manner. I am always very flexible for my employers. I look forward to hearing from you
very soon!!! However, their personal circumstances have unfortunately changed, and no longer require a
Nanny. I am therefore looking for a new, Full Time, Permanent position. Beaconsfield, Marlow, Maidenhead,
Cookham etc areas. I am doing this until I find a lovely family to join on a permanent FT basis. This was a
temporary position until the mum took redundancy within her job. This was a Full Time, live in, sole charge
role with some proxy parenting when the parents were away some weekends, either with work or weddings
etc. It involved long hours, extra babysitting in the evenings and overtime, often at very short notice involving
a lot of flexibility. Its had me going away with them at times too. If need be I also ran errands, getting bits of
shopping in too. I bathed the children and put them to bed every evening. This role is sadly came to an end due
to a financial situation with the family. This requires a lot of flexibility as times would change regularly and
very last minute. This role involved me keeping the household together, doing homework with the children,
keeping them entertained, cooking, general household chores and washing, taking the children to after school
activities such as swimming, trampolining etc. The role was originally only suppose to be for 3 weeks over
Christmas, but they asked me to stay longer due to the mum needing further treatments. The position ended up
lasting 5 months which is when I left to start the new Full Time permanent position. The mother was in the
very late stages of her pregnancy, expecting Twins. A set of Twin Girls, aged 2 from 1 year old and a 7 year
old Girl from 6 years old. This involved me taking the 7 year old to and from school every day, and then
organising and entertaining play dates, after school activities etc. With the Twins, I took them to activity
groups, took them to the park, gymnastics classes, created stimulating activities at home, such as arts and
crafts, baking as well as play dates etc. Sometimes, depending on whether the parents were running late home
or not, I gave the children their bath and sometimes put them to bed. I took her out on day trips, helped with
housekeeping etc. This then ended when the family moved back to Ireland to live. I did this one day a week
alongside another role. I provided care, games, activities and meals for the child. Went out on day trips etc
whilst ensuring it was stimulating and fun at the same time. Also, I have recieved my CSLA award
Community sports leadership award this involved me coaching children in different sporting activities. I have
a first aid at work certificate. I am also events first aid trained. Please feel free to message me with enquiries.
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2 - Agency: Various nanny agencies offer a service that will send a pre-screened babysitter to your home based on your
preferences and required hours. 3 - Neighborhood: If you don't need a professional babysitter, but just want someone to
play with and provide basic care for your child, looking in your own neighborhood is an option.

Jenni If you have a nanny and struggle for gift ideas then I have a little guide to help you! Nobody says you
have to get your nanny a gift for their birthday or for Christmas but if you want to then just take a look below.
Nanny gift guide Homemade card or gift from your children! Something sentimental is my favourite gift to
receive. I love a written card appreciating all my hard work too! A gift experience voucher. For example, a spa
day. This Christmas just gone one of my nanny families the one I have been at for two years got me a locket
that was engraved. Myself for one would LOVE that. My new nanny family children that I started with in
January went undercover asking me questions to get ideas for my birthday! I had no idea. I thought they were
just getting to know me. My other family also got me socks for Christmas â€” I always wear socks with
various pictures on â€” mainly cats and dinosaurs. Vouchers â€” if your going for vouchers unless you know
you nanny well and know what she likes I would recommend getting an all in one voucher so she has options
where to spend it. I have kept every card I have ever received from my nanny children. Even children I have
looked after over the years in nurseries. A paid day off â€” perhaps her birthday! The majority of nannies said
they would prefer a thoughtful gift. This could be something that shows you know them well or something
homemade! If you are a nanny reading this comment below if you have any other suggestions!
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Chapter 6 : Babysitters in Simcoe N3Y: they're available!
Nanny vs. Babysitter What is the difference between a nanny and a babysitter? Although nannies and babysitters both
provide quality childcare, there are some basic differences between the two.

Here are some considerations that affect the babysitting pay rate. Teens and younger aged babysitters tend to
have a lower babysitting pay rate as well. Major metropolitan areas tend to command the highest pay rate. The
babysitting pay rate may be higher in cases where a babysitter has more years of experience, is caring for more
than one of your children, and has specialized training such as CPR certification or early childhood education.
Babysitters who have a greater degree of responsibility, such as driving your children or teaching them a
specific skill can command higher rates as well. You need to find a childcare provider for your little one, but
you have to do so from afar. Always find out what type of prescreening or requirements the hotel has in place
for babysitters on their recommended list. Do some research to find out what babysitter agencies are available
in the area. Here, you can also be thorough and find out what sort of prescreening measures are in place for
individual childcare professionals. Use word of mouth. Use an online database, such as NannyLane. Five
Questions You Should Ask At A Babysitter Interview If you have a number of potential candidates lined up
for a babysitter interview, you could be on your way to hiring someone qualified to look after your child. Ask
what experience your babysitter has had and whether she has any experience with a child in the same age
group as yours. Ask for references that include past babysitting jobs that an applicant has had. Find out if your
babysitter has had any CPR training and is familiar with what to do in case of an emergency involving your
child. Ask what type of philosophy your babysitter has in taking care of children. Four Places To Find A
Babysitter Sometimes, figuring out where to find a babysitter to look after your children can be a challenge.
Going online is one of the easiest ways to conduct your search for a babysitter. Various nanny agencies offer a
service that will send a pre-screened babysitter to your home based on your preferences and required hours.
Responsible teens looking for part-time work may be interested in babysitting for you. Let your friends and
family know you are trying to find a babysitter and would like to see if they can refer you to someone. Finding
a babysitter through someone you know can be a good starting point for childcare. However, keep in mind that
the maturity level of each individual young person is different. Other experts feel a teenager who is at least 14
years of age makes a better choice for a babysitter. Other parents may feel more comfortable with an adult
babysitter. Regardless of age, the best thing to do is take the time to talk to a potential babysitter hire, get to
know her personality and maturity level, and ask for and check references. Having a checklist of what to do
and what not to do will help you in your search. Here are three tips about how to find a babysitter. When
finding a babysitter, give yourself ample time to conduct your search. Think for the long-term. Having a
reliable babysitter you can trust can save you the hassle of repeating your search every time you need
someone. When it comes to finding a babysitter, this means asking for references, doing an interview, and
seeing how the babysitter interacts with your child or children. Share This ArticleSomeone in your network
may also find this helpful!
Chapter 7 : Jenn's After School Care | City of Kelowna
If you have a nanny and struggle for gift ideas then I have a little guide to help you! Nobody says you have to get your
nanny a gift for their birthday or for Christmas but if you want to then just take a look below.

Chapter 8 : 10 Rules to Give Your First-Time Babysitter | Houston Nanny
The www.nxgvision.com community is an advice-sharing network for caregivers. We help you get answers and advice
from others like you, whether you're facing a complicated medical issue or potty training.

Chapter 9 : Jenn P, Looking for Nanny Services in Toronto, ON | www.nxgvision.com
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Not only can a nanny cam provide footage of how your children and the nanny behave when you are out, it can also be
used as a deterrent against bad babysitting behavior. With the prevalence of these devices, no babysitter knows
whether he or she is being recorded or not, so it's less likely your nanny will be tempted to give in to frustration.
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